the space between characters

For Walter Benjamin, poetic translation was
regarded not as a technique but as a form of art.
This, because the translator has to assume the
task of creating a new form of expression in his
own language for each poem. Poetic translation,
in this sense, is a form of poetry in itself. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of what happens during
the translation of a poem has always remained
under a mysterious veil. Thanks to our modern
computers, writing is as invisible to the writer
as it is to the final reader: characters are inserted
and deleted, but the page always looks as clear
and clean as the final draft. This project attempts
to unveil that process.
Poems of Emily Dickinson, the founder of
poetic modernism in English literature, and Victoria Ramírez, a promising novel Chilean poet,
were translated into each other’s language, then
the documents’ changelog visualized. Tree-like
structures emerge as characters are inserted, and
die out as they are deleted, allowing, for the first
time in such detail level, to get behind the written
page and see the trace of the writer’s process.
The organic representation of the text’s changelog is crucial to the making of this visualization.
The filaments that form the branches of a tree
represent the spaces that interleave the characters
themselves (visible or deleted) that build up the
text. When the author moves around the page and
inserts something at a different position a new
branch is formed. Thus, the visualization picks
up the arboreal metaphors with which the poems
are concerned in its own way, and gives shape and
value to the different movements, erasures, doubts
and decisions in the process of each translation.
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Poem 41

by Emily Dickinson

I read the poem carefully, several
times, then translated it entirely in
my head and bam! I wrote it down
in one go. It took me about
twenty minutes.

Entré a robar al Bosque –
Al confiado Bosque.
Los árboles que nada sospechaban
Ofrecían sus cortezas y musgos
Para satisfacer mi fantasía.
Curiosa hurgué en su bisutería –
Las agarré – Las llevé lejos –
¿Qué dirá la solemne cicuta? –
¿Qué dirá el roble?
Translated by Rodrigo Olavarría

Poem 41

by Emily Dickinson

First, I attentively read the original
poem and wrote a first draft to
grasp its global sense. Then I made
sure every image contained at least
some of the original intent in the
new version. Finally, I adjusted
the rhythm and the base rhyme to
resemble the original. The process
took a couple of days, working brief
periods of time every now and then.

Robé los bosques –
confiados bosques.
Los árboles ingenuos
sacaron sus lapas y musgos
complacieron mis deseos.
Revisé curiosa sus baratijas,
me las llevé - todo lo cogí –
la solemne cicuta, el roble
qué irían a decir?
Translated by Francisco Cardemil

Poem 41

by Emily Dickinson

I read the poem a couple times, until
I felt like I had it. Then I translated
it line by line, slowly. Finally, I edited
some things from the first and final
lines of the poem. The translation
took me nearly twenty minutes.

Me robé el bosque –
El confiado bosque.
Los árboles incautos
Sacaron sus musgos y fresas
para deleitar mi fantasía.
Revisé curiosa sus ofrendas –
Cogí todo - Me lo llevé –
¿Qué dirá la grave cicuta? –
¿Qué pensará el roble?

Translated by Simón López Trujillo
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magnolios

by Victoria Ramírez

magnolia
half of those in the burn center
have burnt themselves by choice
with alcohol or gasoline
they’ve sparked
from the window facing portugal street
you can see the magnolia
the bandages glowing
as salt lamps therein
I wonder where the other half
of the burnt people goes
if they mention the origin of fire
if those once beautiful women
touch their faces and remember their husbands
or if they sit around a bonfire
cuddled as a volcanic tribe
if that relief of survival suits them
and the fire has sutured their seams
if they go as damaged saints
to be greeted into heaven
if we could all reverse ourselves
make our cracks visible
water would run through us
our crevices blocking our lies

I started from the fifth line. I went
slowly, translating and editing at the
same time. The sixth stanza came out
quickly and that rhythm drove me to
the end. Then I read the full text out
loud, twice. I edited according
to the sound. The translation took me
about thirty minutes.

so if they tell me that half
of those in the burn center
are a bonzo percentage
I can look at their bruises
wish to feel them as it’s supposed to feel
irritate as I am supposed to
see the magnolia, smoke cigarettes ends
collect forgotten lighters at home
as trophies or millenary statues
pay a modest homage on every spark
altars as offrends hanging from the walls
sadly hear the radio announcements
kiss boys missing other boys
all this a tender relief
because so is every relief
look out the window and see magnolia
know that is season for magnolia
that there is justice in a flower coming out from a tree
that trees give seeds and flowers at the same time
thinking of all this in the burnt unit
that pale sadness as quartz
splinters, stalactites on my spine
and half of those willingly burnt
Translated by Simón López Trujillo

magnolios

by Victoria Ramírez

magnolia
half of those with burn injuries at the posta central
have willingly burned themselves
either with gasoline or alcohol
becoming matchsticks
from the windows peering out into portugal ave.
you can see the magnolias
while on the inside bandages gleam
like salt lamps
I wonder where
the other half goes
if they mention the origin of the fire
or if those once beautiful women
touch their face and think of their husbands
or if they sit around a bonfire
holding each other like a volcanic tribe
the relief of survival becomes them
the flames did the stitches for them
and they walk like broken down saints
to be received in heaven
if we all could revert
make our cracks visible
water would run right through us
our fissures would keep us from lying
then if I’m told that half of those
with burn injuries at the posta central
did the deed bonzo style
I can look at their bruises
and wish to feel them as they must feel

First I read the poem five or six times
carefully figuring out the rhythm of
each verse. Then I started reading it
aloud in Spanish, replacing words
as I went along. I did that a couple
of times and then I just transcribed
each verse, as in a trance.

to look at the magnolias and smoke the butts
to gather the lighters forgotten in my home
like trophies or ancient statues
making modest homages with every spark
to have altars as offerings hanging from the wall
to listen mournfully at radio announcements
those little fires spreading
making out with boys who miss other boys
all of that one tender relief
because that’s how all reliefs are
to peek out the window and see the magnolias
to know that it’s the season for magnolias
that there is justice in a flower bursting from a tree
that a tree will deliver flowers and seed at the same time
all of that thinking of the Burn Unit
of that sad quartz shards whiteness
stalactites in my spine
and half of those that burned willingly

Translated by Rodrigo Olavarría

magnolios

by Victoria Ramírez
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slowly, translating and editing at the
same time. The sixth stanza came out
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First I read the poem five or six times
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each verse. Then I started reading it
aloud in Spanish, replacing words
as I went along. I did that a couple
of times and then I just transcribed
each verse, as in a trance.
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